Susceptibility genes and B-chronic lymphocytic leukaemia.
Common genetic variants are thought to increase the risk of chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL), and case-control studies provide an approach to detect these variants. There have been multiple candidate gene studies published to date, but relatively few disease pathway studies or large genomic association studies. We summarize the results of these previous studies, as well as present results from our recent large pathway study of 9412 single nucleotide polymorphisms from 1253 immunity and inflammation genes in a study of 126 CLL cases and 484 frequency-matched controls. Several promising genes have been identified as susceptibility genes for risk of CLL across all of these association studies. However, a number of candidate gene studies have not been replicated in follow-up studies, whereas the results from disease pathway and large genomic studies have yet to be replicated in an independent sample. The challenge of future studies of this type will be overcoming study design issues, including definition of CLL, sample size limitations and multiple testing issues.